


Aboat PPPL

Established in 195 I , the Princeton Universiry Plasma Physics

Laboratory (PPPL) is dedicated to the research and development

of magnetic fusion energy as a safe, economical, and environ-

mentally attractive energy source for the world's long-term

energ;r requirements. It is the site of the Tokamak Fusion Test

Reactot the most powerful magnetic fusion device in the world,

and the site of the proposed Tokamak Physics Experiment.

PPPL is managed by Princeton University under contract

with the U.S. Department of Energy. The annual budget is

more than $100 million. Full-time employees number about

745 withan additional 1 50 subcontractors, graduate students,

and visiting research staff. The Laboratory is sited on72 acres

of Princeton University's James Forrestal Campus, about four

miles from the main campus.

Through its efforts to build and operate magnetic fusion

devices, PPPL has gained extensive capabilities in a host of
disciplines including vacuum technology, mechanics and

materials science, electronics, computer technology, and high-

voltage power systems. In addition, PPPL scientists and

engineers are applying knowledge gained in fusion research to

other theoretical and experimental areas including beam-surface

interactions and the plasma processing of materials. The

Laboratory's Office of Technology Tiansfer assists industry

other universities, arrd state and local government in transferring

these technologies to the commercial sector.

The Laboratory's graduate education and science education

programs provide educational opportunities for students and

teachers from elementary school through postgraduate studies.

On the Coaer

In fiscal year 1994, scientists at the Princeton Universiry Plasma Physics Laboratory con-

ducted experiments on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR), top, using, for the first

time, a 50-50 deuterium-rritium fuel; the mixture needed for a commercial fusion power

plant. In the small photo at the bottom, scientists are shown in the TFTR Control Room on

December 9,1993, as they waited for data from the initial experiments to appear on comput-

er monirors. These first experiments produced 3.0 to 6.0 million watts of fusion power. In

subsequent experiments during the yeaa TFTR produced 9.3 million watts of firsion power.

(Group photo courtesy of the Tienton Times.)

This publication highlighcs acrivities at the Princeton University Plasma Physics Laboratory for fiscal year 1994 
- 

1 October

1993 through 30 September 1994.For a more detailed account of tle work described here, a comprehensive list of research

references, and additional information on administrative support, see the PPPL fiscal year 1994 Annual Report'

Aerial photo of the Princeton Universiry Plasma Physics Laboratory.



Mission Statement

The mission of the Princeton Uniuersity Plnsma Physics Laboratory is to deuelop the
scientific and technological foundations for fusion as a plentiful, t&, econornical,
and ena ironmenta lly attractiu e energ! s ource.

The Laboratary is cornmitted to prouiding snong national leadership in research and
deuelopment aimed at realizing the full potential offusion energy.

An associated mission i.s to canduct fiontier researclt on the physics of plasrnas, to
exploit this research for diuerse prdctical applications, and to prouidr the highest quality
education in plasma science and related technologies.

Director's Statement
The goal ofthe Princeton Uniuersity Plasma Physics laboratory is to be tbepreeminent

plasma physics and technology laboratory in the worWfor the deuelopment offusi.on
energy to its fullest potential.

Ronald, off:l::;,



Princeton Universily Plasma Physics Laboratory
fames Forrestal Campus

P.O. Box 45I, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

May 1995

The historic deuterium-tritium experiments on TFTR, which began in
December 1993, are marking one of the most exciting periods in the U.S.
magnetic fusion program. The major advances in a wide range of program
areas would have been impossible without the hard work and dedication of
the Laboratory staff.

The enclosed /994 Hishlishts Reporl presents a summary of pppl's
significant research accomplishments for fiscal year 1994. In addition to the
major fusion projects, the report describes the progress that has been made in
plasma theory, small-scale experiments, and in the efforts to transfer
technology developed at PPPL to applications in other fields.

Please accept th.e 1994 PPPL Highlights Report with my sincere thanks
for your superb efforts in making this one of the most successful years for the
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory.

Sincerely

(/yL fu^J,,*
Ronald C. Davidson
Director

RCD&sf
Enclosure



Aduantages of Fusion' Energlr

r 'Worldwide availabiliry of inexhaustible low-cost fuel.

r No chemical combustion products and therefore no contributions
to acid rain or global warming.

t Radiologicalhazards thousands of times less than from fission.

r No runaway reaction possible.

r Materials and by-products unsuitable for weapons production.

r Estimated cost of electricity comparable to other long-term energy
options.
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of the Princeton University Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL) is to be
the preeminent plasma physics and
technology laboratory in the world
for the development of fusion en-
ergy to its fullest potential. Founded
in1957,the Laboratoryhas played a

critical role in developing the experi-
mental, theoretical, and technologi-
cal underpinnings of magnetically
confined plasmas under conditions
suitable for - and recently demon-
strating - fusion energr production.
As we look to the future, there will
continue to be major opportunities
to optimize the performance and at-
tractiveness of fusion systems as en-
ergy sources. In addition, plasma
physics will remain a vibrant field of
research, and non-fusion applica-
tions of plasma science and technol-
ogywill have grown substantially in
industrial impo rtance.

Operated by Princeton Univer-
siry the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory is the only single-pro-
gram laboratory funded by the U.S.
Department of Energy for the de-
velopment of magnetic confinement
fusion as an abundant and environ-
mentally attractive energy source for

the future and for research in the
underlying discipline of plasma sci-

ence. The Laboratory has a highly
skilled workforce and extensive ca-

pabilities for the experimental and
theoretical study of fusion plasmas
and for the integrated design, fabri-
cation, and operation of experimep-
tal plasma facilities, including mag-
nets, power supplies, and plasma
heating and diagnostics systems.
PPPL is the site of the largest mag-
netic confinement fusion device in
the U.S., the Tokamak Fusion Test
Reactor (TFTR), the site of the pro-
posed advanced, superconducting
tokamak, the Tokamak Physics Ex-
periment (TPX), to be operated as a

national facilig,, and the site of the
intermediate-scale advanced toka-
mak, the Princeton Beta Experi-
ment-Modification (PBX-M), and
other small-scale research devices.
Management by Princeton Univer-
sity provides an outstanding institu-
tional framework for a broad Labo-
ratory-based program of education
in plasmaphysics and related science

and technology.
The purpose of this Highlights

Report is to present a brief overview
of the Laboratory's significant re-
search accomplishments during the
fiscal year 1994.The activities cov-
ered in this report include advances

on the large projects, such as the his-
toric deuterium-tritium experiments
on the TFTR and the engineering
design developments in theTokamak
Physics Experiment and Interna-
tional Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor projects, as well as the sig-
nificant progress made in plasma
theory, small-scale experiments,

technology transfer, graduate educa-
tion, and the Laboratory's outreach
program in science education.

\(/hile the principal emphasis in
this report is on recent significant
advances in fusion science and tech-
nology, it is important to recognize

that, historically, research on fusion
has propelled the development of
plasma physics as a scientific disci-
pline, and the development of many
related technologies that have wide-
spread practical applications in other
fields. The Laboratory's core com-
petencies represent an outstanding
capability ofPPPLs scientific and en-
gineering personnel to make world-
class contributions in a wide variery
of technical areas beyond traditional
fusion science and engineering.
These areas range from plasma pro-
cessing for industrial applications, to
advanced computing architecrures,
to theory and instrumentation tech-
niques for space plasmas and the
near-Earth environment, to ad-
vanced design capabilities for high-
field magnet systems and coherent
radiation sources, and to fundamen-
tal nonlinear dynamics, chaos, and
turbulence in complex systems with
many degrees of freedom, to men-
tion a few examples. This is parricu-
larly important, both for the purpose
of increasing U.S. industrial com-
petitiveness in related technologies,
and for the purpose of making an,)
effective transfer of technical capa-
bility developed in the Department
ofEnergyt fusion program ro orher
government agencies and programs.

Ronald C. Davidson
Director

Tr.^,

From the Director
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Tbhamah Fusion Test Reactor

a

nTokamak Fusion Test Re-

actor (TFTR) produced a world

record 9.3 million watts (M\Xf of
controlled fusion power in fiscal

ye^t 1994. This is nearlY 90 mil-
lion times the amount possible in

L974 when the TFTR was Pro-
posed and about five times that

produced in 1991 by the larger

Joint EuropeanTorus' These exper-

iments used, for the first time ever,

a fuel mixture composed of equal

amounts of deuterium and tritium
(D-T) 

- the fuel mixture required

for a commercial fusion reactor'

Record fusion power Production
in TFTR came from "suPershot"

plasmas. Supershots are plasma dis-

charges produced byintensive neu-

tral-beam headng after thewalls of
the confinement vessel have been

conditioned to remove absorbed

deuterium and to inhibit the in-
flux of carbon impurities. These

conditions provide a Plasma that

is much denser at its center than at

its edge.

Thitium fueling and heating was

accomplished by operadng six of
TFTRT twelve neutral-beam injec-

tors with pure tritium. The neu-

tral-beam injectors provided up to

33.7 MW of heating Power in the

D-T experiments.
To date, the highest Perfor-

mance discharges, i.e., high fusion

power, have been in the suPershot

regime. These discharges are char-

acterizedby very high temperatures

and enhancements in the confine-

ment time. Another aPProach to

achieve high performance dis-

charges is to modiSt the current

profile in the plasma by adjusting

the current at the plasmat edge.

This technique, which has been

studied in collaboration with Co-

lumbia University, Oak Ridge

National Laboratory, and the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology,

1L.i
r- *lu
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has also resulted in a very high fu-
sion power but at a lower value of
plasma current. High fusion pow-
er performance at lower values of
plasma current and magnetic field
can result in a more cost efltctive
tokamak reactor.

InTFTR, plasmas produced by
either approach have fusion power
densities in their core comparable
to that of the proposed Interna-
tional Thermonuclear Experimen-
tal Reactor (ITER). Thus, these

experiments are providing experi-
mental information about the
physics of the plasma core of a fu-
sion reactot enabling scientists to
examine directly many of the crit-
ical physics issues for ITER.

Two-hundred and fifty-three
D-T experiments were successful-

ly and safely performed this past

year. Important information that
has been gained so far includes:

r Stored energy and energy con-
finement time for a deuterium-
tritium plasma is greater than
in a deuterium-only plasma.

r Heat confinement of the plas-

ma ions is better for a deuteri-
um-tritium plasma than in a

deuterium-only plasma.

(continued)

I

0
0.64 1.0

Normalized Major Radius R/R.

t.36

Measured deuterium-tritium (D-T) fusion power density

profles for the TFTR supershot and higb-Bp plasma dis-
charges giuen in the Thble (belou.,), and a projected profile

for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reac-

tor (ITER). The D-T fusion pouer density in TFTR is
based on neutron emission profle meAsurements with an
uncertainqt of !150/o in the plasma core. This compari-
son shows that thefusion power density in the core of TFTR
plasmas is comparable to that projectedfor ITER.

D.T D-T
Plasma Parameter Supershot High-Bo

Plasma Current (MA) 2.5 1.5

Neutral-Beam Power (M\7) 33.7 30.9

Electron Density 8.5 x 1019 m-3 3.6 ; 1919 --3
Central Hydrogenic Densiry 6.3 x l0r9 m-3 5.8 x 1019 m-3

Electron Temperature (keV) 11.5 10.0

Ion Temperature (ke$ 44.0 30.0

ConfinementTime (sec) 0.24 0.21 :'

ConfinementTime Enhancement 2.4 3.2

P6ur1o, (MV) 9.3 6.7

Tiiple Producr 5.5 x 1020 m-3 'sec 'keY 3.7 x 1020 m-3 .sec . keV

High performance deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas can be neated with intense neutral-
beam heating (supershots) and modifcation if the current profle (hi7h-Fil.

o?'Jf:ul;1,;-------
Prcjected ITER

(24 MA- 1.5 GW)

Measuted
D-T Hish-pp

(1.5 MA - 6.7 MriT)

3



The f.rst-euer meAsureTnents of conf'7ed

alpha particles uere made with the Alpha

i h arge- Exc hange D iagnos ti c s h own ab ou e.

TFTR (continued)

I Ion-cyclotron range-of-fre-
quencies heating of a D-T Plas-

ma has been demonstrated.

This is important for the design

for ITER radio-frequencY heat-

ing systems emPloying the ion-

cyclotron range of frequencies.

r Measurements of fusion Power
are in good agreementwith cal-

culations based on the mea-

sured plasma Parameters'

r The first-ever measurements of
confined alphas in the Plasma
core show that the alPha Parti-
cles are well confined in the

core. These measurements were

made in collaboration with the

University of \Wisconsin, Gen-

eral Atomics, and A'F. Ioffe

Physical-Technical Institute
(Russian Federation).

r The first-ever measurements of
alpha ash from D-T fusion re-

actions were made. TheY indi
cate that the alPha ash transPort

in the plasma core will not be a

fundamental limiting factor for

alpha exhaust in a reactor with
supershot-like transports.

r Measurements of the flux of al-

pha particles escaPing to the

bottom ofthe vessel are in good

agreement with calculadons for
normal plasma discharges.
However, very large and raPid

increases in the flux of alPha

particles are observed in dis-

charges which disruPt (under-

go a sudden termination due to

a plasma instabiliry). These are

important considerations for
the design ofvacuum vessel and

divertor components for the

ITER.

r Fractional loss of alpha particles

does not increase with fusion

power. This indicates that alPha

particles do not adverselY affect

plasma stability.

r \fall conditioning using lithi-
um pellets improves the con-

finement in supershot Plasmas.

I Operational exPerience in the

safe handling and processing of
tritium has been documented."



Interior uieu of the TFTR uacuum uessel.

At the center on the inner zuall ofthe uessel,

is the bumper limiter composed of graphite
and carbon-fi ber-composite tiles. Graphite
tiles, ulhich protect the uessel fom neutral
beams, can be seen to the right along the
middle of the luter uall of the chamber.
Anays ofcarbon-fber-composite tiles are also

uisible at the top and bottom ofthe uessel.

Ion-cyclotron radio-fequency launchers are
seen dt tlte lejl oftbe uncuum uessel near the
shoulders of the technician.

Fiscal year 1994has been a very
exciting year for TFTR. Realization
of the mission goals first defined
for TFTR in 1976 was achieved.

The first-ever series of comprehen-
sive experiments to study deuteri-
um-tritium plasmas were conduct-
ed. Record amounts of fusion
power were produced and the first
glimpses of alpha heating were
seen. Long-standing theoretical
predictions were confirmed.

Experiments during fiscal year

1995 will focus on studying alpha-

particle physics, confinement in a
D-T plasma, and ion-cyclotron
range-of-frequencies heating of a
D-T plasma. Further increase of
fusion power production will be

possible by operating at higher val-

ues of toroidal-field and neutral-

beam power. During the past year,

the scientific and technical capa-

bility for forming deuterium-tri-
tium plasmas has been demon-
strated. In fiscal year 1995, the
scientific potential of operation
with deuterium and tritium will
be realized.

TheTFTR is scheduled to cease

operation at the end of September,

L995, and Shutdown and Remov-
al Operations will begin.

5



Treoal of ,h. Prir,..ro.,
Beta Experiment-Modifi cation
(PBX-M) Project is to improve
the attractiveness of the tokamak
as a fusion reactor concePt. Its

approach is to show the practical-

ity of controlling the plasma cur-
rent and pressure distribution to

achieve stable advanced operating

BX

Princeton Beta Experiment-Modification

regimes and to avoid
plasma disruptions. The
PBX-M tokamak is par-

ticularly well-suited for
this task because it can

explore concepts which
are prototypes for the
Tokamak Physics Exper-

iment and other future
devices.

The experiments on
PBX-M during the past

year have demonstrated
the modification of the
plasma current profile
with lower-hybrid waves.

These radio-frequency
waves transfer energy to
electrons at very specific

locations inside the plas-

ma, and they are thus
able to drive local cur-

rents which alter the overall cur-
rent distribution. For the first
time, it was shown that such

changes could be maintained as

the plasma discharges were heat-

ed by neutral-beam injecdon to
increase the plasma pressure or
"beta." This is a critical steP to-
ward obtaining advanced tokamak
plasma regimes.

New plasma diagnostics were

also developed to assess the effec-

tiveness of current drive with
lower-hybrid waves. Very energetic

electrons are created when the
lower-hybrid power is absorbed by
the plasma, and they emit hard X-
rays. Information about the power

deposition, the confinement of
these electrons, and their diffusion
across the plasma can be deter-
mined by measuring the hard X-
rays. A special "pinhole" camera

with a lead aperture was installed
on PBX-M to obtain such data.

The PBX-M was the first tokamak
to use such an instrument, and

detailed, two-dimensional pictures

of the hard X-ray distributions can

be generated after every plasma

discharge.

Princeton Beta Exp eriment-Mo d.iflcation



Interior uiew of the Princeton Beta
Exp eriment-Mo difi cation uaccurn uesse l.

The large horizontal ring in the center of
,the picture is the 'pusher" rnagnetic feld
coilfor controlling the plasma shape. The
plates aboue and below this coil and in
theforeground are part ofthe metal "shell"

which surrounds the plasma and reduces

instabilities-

Ion-Bernstein radio-frequency
wave heating has been added to
neutral-beam heating to creare
plasma discharges with a high cen-
tral density. The plasmas have good
confinement like the so-called H-
mode (for high-confinement
mode), where there is a "barrier"
to energy loss at the edge. \With

ion-Bernstein wave heating, how-
eYer, this barrier is closer to the
center of the plasma. This new
operating regime, first discovered
on PBX-M, has thus been labeled
the CH-mode (for core H-mode).
As a means of improving the per-
formance of the hot plasma core,

it could be an attractive possibiliry
for future fusion reactors.

The PBX-M plasma discharge is

surrounded by an aluminum and
stainless steel "shell," and the cur-

rents that are induced in it generate

a force that can reduce plasma in-
stabilities. The focus ofthe next ex-

periments will be to study further
the effect of the shell on plasma sta-

biliry. Theoretical predictions indi-
cate that the presence of a particu-
lar kind of instability, called the
"resistive wall mode," depends on
the gap between the plasma and the
shell. The PBX-M tokamak has the
unique capability of tailoring the
shape of the plasma to make it fit
closely to the shell and then varying
the separation distance. These ex-

periments are especially interesting
for the Tokamak Physics Experi-
ment since its design also includes
a conducting shell.

Imaging tube for the hard X-ray
"pinhole" cAmerA being inserted into
shielding assembQ. The lens and optical
conduitfor coupling the tube output to
the iTnage processing computer can be

seen on the hwer brt side ofthe picture.

7
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Current Driue Experiment-Upgrade

Ls'

A
-I L unique feature of the Labo-

ratoryt Current Drive Experiment-
Upgrade (CDX-U) tokamak is its
low aspect-ratio (major plasma ra-

dius divided by minor plasma radi-

us). For CDX-U, this can be as low
as 1.4 compared to a typical toka-

mak with a value of about 3. Low-
aspect-ratio tokamaks, or LARTs,

such as CDX-U promise to have

several advantageous features, a ma-

jor one being a high plasma pressure

stability limit which is important for
the development of smaller and
more economical tokamak fusion

reactors. The unusual, geometry of

LARTs allows the study of an inter-
esting new regime of tokamak PhYs-
ics caused by strong toroidicity.

Ohrnic LART Operation

Early in fiscal year 1994, an ohm-

ic transformer with the highest pow-

er capability of any LARI to date

was installed on CDX-U. \With this

ffansformer providing ohmic heat-

ing and current drive power, various

outstanding issues related to ohmic
LARI operation are now being in-
vestigated for plasma currents of up

to 50 kA.

Plasma Initiation in LART!;
\X/ith the assistance of electron

cyclotron resonance radio-frequen-
cy heating, plasma initiation has

been possible with almost arbitrari-
ly low ohmic transformer Power.
This is important in the LARI ge-

ometry where the transformer size

and power are limited. Low-aspect-

ratio tokamak plasmas also have

been initiated with a wide range of
toroidal-field strength, with the to-

roidal-field coil current being as low
as 70 kA-turns. This demonstration
of starting up tokamak plasmas with
arbitrarily low toroidal-field coil
currents is an important step toward

future high plasma pressure experi-

ments in LARIs and ultra-low-as-
pect-ratio tokamaks (ULARTs).

Plasma Curcent Limits in LART!;

Since tokamak performance de-

pends strongly on the amount of

Current Driue Experiment- Upgrad,e



plasma current that can be support-
ed, it is important to explore the
plasma current limit for LARTs.
One measure of the current limit is

the cylindrical safety factor q.u1

which is inversely proportional to
magnetic field line pitch and plas-
ma curfent. In CDX-U, q.,r1 is low-
ered to a value of 1, which iJthe low-
est thus far achieved in a LART. As
the average magnetic field line pitch
is increased, low mode-number,
long wavelength MHD instabilities
are observed. Preliminary estimates
of plasma conditions show that the
plasma is relatively hot and collision-
less, with an electron temperature
near 100 eV

Me dium-s ize d LART/ ULART
To explore LARI physics at high-

er performance levels than is possi-
ble in small-sized LART devices
such as CDX-U, a conceptual de-
sign study for a new, medium-sized
LART/ULAM (major radius R =

80 cm, minor radius a= 55-65 cm,
and plasma current Io = 1 MA)
named the National Splierical Toka-
mak Experiment (NSTX) has be-
gun. This device aims ro tesr rhe
spherical tokamak concept as a ba-
sis for a volumetric neutron source
andlor advanced fuel fusion reactor.

Design and operational experience
with the CDX-U tokamak (which
is similar but smaller in size by afac-
tor of 2.5) significantly benefits the
NSTX design effort.

2.45 GHzECH

2.45 GHzECH

Schematic cross-sectional uietu of the Current
Driue Exp eriment- Upgrade to kama k.

05r01520253035
mVolt-sec

Ohmic heating fficiency in CDX-U plasma start-up. At the
highest plasma current (I ) for a giuen toroidal magnetic field
(8,), the cylindrical safefi,fauor qr1 has reacheda ualue of l,
the louest obtained in a low-aspeci-ratio tohamah to date.
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Superconducting
Solenoid Assembly

Field Error Correction Magnets

Fast Vertical Position

Control Magnet

Passive Stabilizer
Plates

Cryostat

Vacuum Pump Duct

Tb hamak Physics ExPerirnent

nlokamak Physics Experi-

ment (TPX) will PlaY the imPortant

role in the U.S' fusion Program of
determining whether the tokamak

approach can evolve smaller, less ex-

pensive, and more attractive fusion

reactors than are Presently forecast

using "conventional" physics as-

sumpdons. The sPecific mission for

TPXis "to develop the scientific ba-

sis for a comPact and continuouslY

operating tokamak fusion reactor."

TheTPX is being designed to ex-

tend advanced tokamak oPerating

modes with high beta, confinement,

and bootstrap current fraction to the

steady-state regime. \While the TPX
would be built primarily to explore

advanced physics regimes in the

steady-state, doing so will have the

./

added benefit ofexpanding the toka-

mak technology base. KeY technol-

ogy information is exPected to be

gained in the use of suPerconduct-

ing magnets, in steadY-state Power
handling in the divertors, in low-ac-

tivation material usage to allow ac-

cess to in-vessel comPonents during

early phases of operation, and in re-

mote maintenance techniques.

The TPX Project is a focused,

national effort involving the coor-

dinated resources of a large part of
the United States Department of En-

ergy's (DOE) fusion Program. Al-

though the Princeton UniversitY

Plasma Physics LaboratorY (PPPL)

is responsible for the Project, the

Project includes, as particiPants,

many of the U.S. Plasma PhYsics re-

search laboratories, universities, and

industrial firms.
The TPX will be oPerated as a

national research facility. It will be

sited at PPPL in the Test Cell now

occupied by the Tokamak Fusion

Test Reactor (TFTR). This will al-

low the use of existingTFTR hard-

ware such as Power suPPlies, neu-

tral beams, radio-frequency heating

systems, diagnostics, and water cool-

ing capabilities.

Contracts

During the early Part of 1993' an

Industrial Involvement Plan for the

TPX Project was developed. It allows

for industrial involvement in the

Project through industrial contracts

for the design and fabrication of the

Magnets, the Vacuum Vessel, the

Plasma Facing ComPonents, the

Cryostat, and two management suP-

poft contracts for Systems Integra-

tion Support and Tokamak Con-

struction Management'

Contracts for the Vacuum Vessel

and Plasma Facing ComPonents for

TPX were awarded in June 1994 to

the Ebasco Division of RaYtheon

Engineers and Constructors and

General Atomics, respectively. These

contracts totaled $34.3 million' Mc-

Superconducting
Toroidal Field Magnet

Inboard Toroidal
Limiter

Vacuum Vessel

Superconducting
Ring Magnet

Divertor



Donnell-Douglas Corporation and
General Atomics are lower tier con-
tractors as part of the Raytheon
Team, and McDonnell-Douglas
Corporation, the Rocketdyne Divi-
sion of Rockrvell International, and
the Ebasco Division of Raytheon
Engineers and Constructors, are
lower tier contractors as part of the
General Atomics'Team.

The first phase (preliminary de-
sign) of the Toroidal Field and Po-
loidal Field Magnet design was
awarded in July 7994 to Babcock
and \Tilcox and \Testinghouse, re-
spectively. These contracts totaled
$7.25 million. General Atomics is

the lower tier contractor to Babcock
and \filcox, and Northrop Grum-
man Aerospace & Electronics and
Everson Electric Company are low-
er tier contractors to \festinghouse.

Proposals are in the evaluation
phase for the System Integration
Support and Tokamak Construction
Management contracts. Award of
these contracts is expected early in
1995. Acontract for the design and
fabrication ofthe cryostat is expect-
ed to be awarded in fiscal vear 1995.

TPX Managernent Reuiew

A TPX Management Review to
assess the status of business manage-
ment systems supporting the Project
was conducted in the early part of
1994.The specific lines of inquiry
used for the review were selected by
DOE with special consideration giv-
en to avoiding system deficiencies
observed at the Superconducting
Super Collider. General findings
drawn from the review are as follows:

Major Parameters of the Tokamak Physics Experiment

Parameter Baseline Maximum*

Toroidal Field, B1

Plasma Current, Ip

Major Radius, Re

Aspect Ratio, FJa

Elongation, 11

Tiiangulariry, &,1

Configuration

Heating and Current Drive:
Neutral Beam

Ion Cyclotron
Lower Hybrid
Electron Cyclotron

Piasma Species

Pulse Length

4.0'f
2.0 MA
2.25 m

4.5

2.0
, 0.8

Double-Null
Poloidal Divertor

8 M\r
8 M\r

1.5 M\tr

Hydrogen or Deuterium

1,000 sec

Double- or Single-Nuli
Poioidal Divertor

24MW
1B M\7
3.0 M\r
10 M\r
Tiitium

>>1,000 sec

*Upgrade 
capabilities accommodated by the baseline design.

I "PPPL is organized appropriately
to support the TPX Project with a

good balance between permanent
and matrix staff

I Theprojectmanagementrolesand
responsibilities of the various par-
ticipants are well understood, and
a strong industrial systems-in regra-

tion contractor and a construction
manager are planned to ensure
physics requirements are inte-
grated and controlled.

I Taken asawhole, theTPXProject
has fundamentally sound manage-
ment systems and practices which
should enable it to complete con-
struction on schedule and within
budget. Furthermore, the Project
is sensitive to avoiding the shorr-
comings experienced in the SSC
and has productively taken steps
to avoid them.

I In conclusion, the leadership of
Department of Energy's Princeton
Area Office and PPPL, and their
staffs, should be complimented on
the overall quality of their manage-
ment systems and their coopera-
tion in the conduct of the review."

Enuironmental Assessment

The Environmental Assessment
for "TFTR D&D/TPX" encom-
passes the shutdown and removal of
TFTRand the construction and op-
eration of TPX. The review process
has been completed for the Environ-
mentalAssessment and a Finding of
No Significant Impact has been pub-
lished in the Federal Register.
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Central Solenoid

Toroidal Field Magnet Magnet Clmping Structure sential to a fusion reactor in an inte-

grated system, and bY Performing
integrated testing of the high-heat-

flux and nuclear comPonents re-

quired to udlize fusion energY for

practical purposes.

Following a successful ConcePtu-

al Design Activity (1988-90), the

second phase of the ITER Project

- 
the Engineering Design ActivitY

(EDA) 
- 

began inl992'The orga-

nizational structure of the EDA in-

volves a Joint Central Team (JCT)

located at three Joint'Work Sites

(Garching, Germany; Naka, Japan;
San Diego, United States) and

drawn approximately equally from

each of the four ITER Parties, to-

getherwith four HomeTeams work-
ing within their respective Parties.

The combined organization reports

through a Director to the ITER
Council, which is representative of
the responsible governmental agen-

cies of the four Parties.

During fiscal year 1994, the JCT
completed the ITER Outline De-

sign, which was reviewed by the

Technical Advisory Committee and

presented to the ITER Council in

January, l994.TheJCT also devel-

oped a draft'Work Program, which
defines the research and develoP-

ment to be carried out during the

EDA, and performed a SensitivitY

Vacuum Vessel Magnet Structure

I

Access Port Blanket/Shield

Poloidal Field Magnets Yacuum Pump Duct

t
Divertor Link

In t e rn ati o na I T h e rm o nuc le ar
Experimental Reactor

T rn * narional rhermonucle-
ar Experimental Reactor (ITER) is

a collaboration between the govern-

ments of the European Communi-
ties, Japan, the Russian Federation,

and the United States. The overall

objective of the ITER is to demon-

strate the scientific and technologi-

cal feasibility of magnetic fusion
energy. The ITERwould accomPlish

this by demonstrating controlled
ignition and extended burn of deu-

terium-tritium plasmas, with steady-

state operation as an ultimate goal,

by demonstrating technologies es-

I2

International Th ermonuc lear Exp erimental Reactor



Study, which examines variations in
the basic physics models and ma-
chine parameters. Both of these were
also reviewed by the Technical Ad-
visory Committee. Following a care-

ful assessment of the resul$ of the
Sensitiviry Study, the Outline De-
sign was accepted by the ITER
Council inJuly,1994.

The Princeton University Plasma
Physics Laboratory (PPPL) provid-
ed four members of the JCT in fis-
calyear 1994: rhe Head of the Phys-
ics Integration Unit (at San Diego),
a senior physicist developing plasma
scenarios and divertor physics con-
cepts (also at San Diego), a senior
magnet engineer (at Naka), and a

senior tritium engineer with experi-
ence on the Tokamak Fusion Tesr
Reactort tritium system and previ-
ously from the Savannah River Plant
(also at Naka). The Laboratory is

also prominently represented on the
physics side within the U.S. Home
Team, providing the overall Physics

Manager, as well as the Thsk Area
Leaders of the Divertor and Disrup-
tion Physics and Plasma Diagnostics
Task Groups. The Chair of theTech-
nical Advisory Committee is also
from PPPL.

A major step forward in I99 4 was
the formation ofa (four-Parry) Phys-
ics Committee, supported by seven

Machine Parameters for the

International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

Parameter Value

Major Radius (R) 8.1 m

Minor Radius (a) 3.0 m

Elongation 1.55

Toroidal Field (B) 5.7 T
Plasma Current (Ip) 24MA
Power and Particle Control Single-Null,

Poloidal Divertor

Fusion Power 1.5 G\f

Physics Expert Groups, which will
be responsible for defining and mon-
itoring so-called'voluntary'' phys-
ics research and development with-
in the national programs of the four
Parties. The PPPl-provided Physics
Manager on the U.S. Home Team
facilitates the coordination of this
activity with the Division Directors
for Confinement Sysrems and for
Applied Physics and Technology
within the Department of Energy's

Office of Fusion Energy. The Labo-
ratory provides the Chair of one of
the Physics Expert Groups (Diag-
nosticJ) and has a staffmember serv-
ing on five of the other six (Diver-
tor Physics; Divetor Modeling and
Database; Confinement Modeling

and Database; Disruptions, Plasma

Control, and MHD; and Energetic
Particles, Auxiliary Heating, and
Current Drive). This developmenr
should result in an improved focus
of the national experimental and
theoretical programs on the physics
needs of ITER.

As part ofthe funded-ITERphys-
ics design effort, Laboratory scien-
tists performed a number of tasks in
areas such as MHD theory, high-
confinement mode database devel-
opment, and divertor physics.

In July, 1994, by action of the
ITER Council, Dr. Robert Aymar
became the new Director of ITER,
replacing Dr. Paul-Henri Rebut.
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T* r rrirlresearch at the Pri n ce-

ton Universiry Plasma Physics Labo-
ratory (PPPL) provides leadership

and support for the development of
the physics knowledge required for
economic fusion reactors. During
the past year, progress continued in
all areas ofactivity including analysis

of energetic-particle dynamics rel-
evant to alpha-particle physics issues

in deuterium-tritium plasmas, the
development and application of new
capabilities to better understand
plasma transport and confinement
trends, and the suggestion of prom-
ising avenues to tokamak plasma
performance enhancement. A sig-

nificant effort by the staff was in
support of the design of advanced

tokamaks such as theTokamakPhys-
ics Experiment (TPX) and the Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimen-
tal Reactor (ITER). Also, there have

been extensive, ongoing collabora-
tive efforts with other fusion groups,
nationally and internationally.

En e rge ti c - Par ti c le Dy n am i cs

Important progress was made in
the understanding of energetic-par-
ticle dynamics relevant to alpha-par-
ticle physics. Earlier seminal theo-
retical contributions from PPPL
established that energetic ions can

interact with prominent MHD
(magnetohydrodynamic) waves to
stimulate experimentally observed

heat and particle losses. This has

Contour plots of density fluctuations fom coml)uter simulations of tohamah plarna
turbulence. On the lefi is a time before the onset of turbulence, on the right is the

turbulent state. The contoar lines show dffirent leuels of the density perturbation.
These resubs were generated by a massiuely parallel su?ercom?uter using a three-

dimensional toroidal gyrohinetic simulation code with eight million particles. Recent

deuelopments in numerical algorithms and massiuely parallel computing haue allowed
large enough simulations to show qualitatiue agreement between simulation and
experimental to kamah p lasnta fluctuation measurements.

motivated the development ofcapa-
bilities to realistically assess the role
of alpha particles in driving such
instabilities as, for example, fish-
bone modes and toroidal Alfv6n
modes. The NOVA-K code devel-
oped at PPPL to study plasma stabil-
iry with kinetic effects was success-

fully applied to the interpretation of
recent deuterium-tritium experi-
mental results from the Tokamak
FusionTest Reactor (TFTR), as well
as to design studies for ITER. In
addition, advances in the explora-
tion of the feasibility of channeling
the energy of fusion alpha particles
to increase the reactivity ofthe fuel
has stimulated optimistic proj ections
for tokamak reactor performance.

Numerical Tb kamak Proj ect

The gyrokinetic pardcle simula-
don and the gyrofluid code develop-
ment activities at PPPL represent

the leading innovative components
of the national consortium for the
Numerical Tokamak Project, which
has been idendfied by the U.S. De-
partment of Energy as one of the
nine Grand Challenge Applications
for the High Performance Comput-
ing and Communication Initiative.
This project has as its major goal the
development of capabilities to prop'
erly interpret and meaningfully ex-

mapolate experimental observations
of plasma transport and confine-
ment trends.

A good example of significant
progress being made is the effective
utilization of high-performance
computing capabiliry by the three-
dimensional toroidal gyrokinetic
particle codes which are now run-
ning on the C-M5 massively paral-
lel computer at the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory and the C-90
supercomputer at the National En-



ergy Research Supercomputer Cen-
ter. For the first time ever, simula-
tion of fluctuation spectra closely
resemble those measured in TFTR
experiments.

Adu an c e d- Re gim e Tb k am a k s

It is well recognized that an at-
tractiye commercial tokamak reac-

tor should operate at steady-state

and require a minimum of external
current drive. Progress in the design

ofsuch a device has been achieved in
MHD studies at PPPL. Two key
parameters representative of the re-

quisite quality of a plasma are (i) the
plasma beta, a measure ofthe energy
density of particles confined by the
magnetic field and related to the
number of fusion reactions that can

occur, and (ii) the bootstrap current,
the fraction of the plasma current
generated internally (with the rest

driven by external means) . The high-
est achievable beta is limited by the
onset of plasma instabilities, and the
bootstrap current is dependent on
the details of the internal plasma
profiles. Often the requirements for
optimizing these two conditions can-

not be simultaneously achieved.

Investigations of advanced-re-
gime tokamaks resulted in a novel

design, referred to as the reversed-

shear configuration. This design has

been adopted as a centerpiece ofthe
TPX, the next major tokamak in
the U.S. national program. If
achieved experimentally, TPX will
operate in a steady-state at values of
beta which are about twice the val-

ue of the ARIES-I reactor designs,

and with more than 90% internally
generated currents.
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Computer simulations of turbulent fluctuation specna (lefi)
closelt resemble experimental core TFTR pksma discharges

(right) measured by the Beam Emhsion S?ecnoscopy diagnos-
tic. These large+cale simtlation resuhs are an important m;le-
stone for the Numerical Tbhamah Project.
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BetL, a measure of the power of a reactor, a.nd bootstraP

currentfiaction, which determines the ability to o?eratu

at stea d)/ - s tate, are s h o wn fo r uar i o us o p e railng s c en ar i o s

of the Tbkamak Physics Experiment (TPX). The points
ARIES-I and ARIES-II for the TPX scenario refer to
plasma configurations identified by the ARIES Reactor

Design Project. The Reuersed-Shear point for the TPX
scenario allows operation at simubaneously high ualues

of beta and bootsffa? cunent jlaction.

Gyrokinetic
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Gyrokinetic
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A com\uter scientist (foreground) collabo'

rates in real-time wilh anoLher researcher

Qop right) at the [Jniuersity ofVisconsin'

nEngineering
and TechnologY De-

velopment DePart-
ment (E8.TD) was

formed inI994bY te-

structuring the Previ-
ous engineering divi-

sions and organizing

around functional re-

sponsibilities rather

than engineering dis-

ciplines. The twofold
mission of the E8cTD

is to provide world-
class engineering and

support services for

the Laboratory's scien-

tific programs and in-

frastructure and to de-

velop fusion-related
technologies for ffans-

fer to the commercial

and industrial sectors'

generated. From these models' axi-

Iy--.tri. equivalent models of the

*rr.l 
"rrd 

r,"tilir.tt were created' A

combined model of crYostat, vacu'

um vessel, and passive stabilizers was

developed. Additionally, an in-depth

,tr'rdy of the U.S. DePartment of

Energy (DOE) seismic requirements

at th; Princeton Universiry Plasma

Phvsics Laboratory (PPPL) site was

.o-pleted' The resulting report will

be used to justify the seismic design

criteria and peak seismic accelera-

tions to be used for TPX structures'

systems, and comPonents'

TFTR Engineering

EnginJering maintenance and

operations activities were stream-

lined to maximize the available run

time for TFTR exPeriments' All

twelve neutral-beam ion sources

were successfully decontaminated'

removed, rePaired, and reinstalled'

demonstrating that extensive main-

tenance can be performed safelywith

tritium-contaminated equipment'

Several "line breaks" have been per-

formed routinelY on the tokamak'

diagnostic systems' tritium-gas-han-

dling systems, and neutral-beam sys-

tems- without incident' Engineering

analysis and design activities were

begun to increase the TFTR toroi-

dai magnetic field from 5'2 to 5'6

t.r[", 
"6orrt 

B7o above the original

design value.

I
I

3
I
.--

,f\
r

fift]lt$$l'

TPX Engineertng

Srrr,rey calculations for the Toka-

mak Physics ExPeriment (TPX) in-

vessel material radioactivity inven-

tory and acdvation dose rates were

compl.t.d. Electromag"ttit Ytj-!
centered on the analYsis of theTPX

vacuum vessel and passive stabiliz-

ers. Finite element models of the

complete vacuum vessel and the in-

n.t 
"t 

d outer passive stabilizers were
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TFTR Shutdown and Remoual

Engineering and Technology De-
velopment provides management
and oversight for the TFTR Shut-
down and Removal Project. The pri-
mary objectives of this Project are

to safely shut down and dismantle
the TFTR and ready the facility for
construction of the TPX by mid
1999.InJuly,7994, a formal Con-
ceptual Project Review was success-

fully held. Reviewers included both
DOE and PPPL representatives. The
reviewers concurred with the Project
management approach, as well as

the resolution of the major DOE,
Federal, and State regulatory com-
pliance issues.

Computer Systems

In early 1993, a three-year initia-
tive was begun to expand the PPPL
Network (PPLNET) infrastructure.
By the close of FY9 4, rwo major as-

pects of the initiative were compler-
ed. AII PPPL work areas, offices, and
public areas were wired for full con-
ductivity to the Local PPLNET and
the \World lVide Internet, and the
network backbone was upgraded to
a high-bandwidth fiber optic cable

system. All Laboratory personnel
now have access to modern e-mail,
information server facilities, and
multimedia information browsing
applications such as Mosaic. Scien-

tists can now collaborate on projects
with colleagues and associates across

the continent or around the world
as if they were in the next office.

Enuironmental Restoration

andWaste Management
The Environmental Restoration

and \(aste Management (ER/\[M)
organization serves to protect the
health and safery ofLaboratory per-
sonnel, property, and the environ-
ment from hazards due to regulated
wastes. A major milestone in fiscal
year 1994 was the preparation and
final submittal of the Remedial In-
Yestigation'Work Plan to the New
Jersey Department of Environmen-
tal Protection.

The ER/\[M oYersees aproactive
waste management program. All
wastes are collected, stored, trans-
ported, and disposed of in accor-
dancewith DOE, Federal, and State
regulations. A key component of this
program is waste minimization. The
ER/\XA4 publishes waste minimiza-
tion goals. These goals have been
exceeded for the past two fiscal years.

Additionally, no accidents involving
PPPL waste disposal, on- or off-site,
have occurred. An "excellent" rating
was awarded from the DOE Haz-
ardous Materials Transportation
Appraisal.

Reworking of the neutral-beam ion sources

was performed safely within a temporary
work area set up in the TFTR Test Cell.

A computer technician troubleshoots PPPLis
M tw o r k injias tructure.
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nprinceton universiry Plasma Physics Laboratory actively collaborates on experiments and

research activities with more than sixty institutions around the world. These joint efforts link our researchers

with those at other laboratories, educational institutions, and industry'

Collaborations are performed in a variety of ways, including hosting visiting researchers at PPPL,

sending Laboratory personnel to other institutions to participate in research, and, increasingly, through

.le.troiic t.lecommunications. Researchers visiting PPPL take part in experiments on TFTR and PBX-M.

Laboratory personnel visiting other institutions participate in research on such devices as DIII-D (General

Aromics, United States), C-Mod (Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, United States), JET (JETJoint

Undertaking, United Kingdom), Jl:60U 0"p* Atomic Energy Research Institute, Japan), and other

fusion devices worldwide.
The Laboratory is presently engaged in collaborative activities with the following organizations:

Laboratories

A. F. Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute, Leningrad, Russian Federation

Argonne National Laboratory Argonne, IL
Asociacion Euratom-CIEMAI; Madrid, Spain

Association Euratom-CEA, Cadarache, France

Associazione Euratom-ENEA, Frascati, Italy
Culham Laboratory, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom
Ecole Royal Militaire, Brussels, Belgium
Environmental Measurement Laboratory, New York, NY
Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Idaho Falls, ID
LV Kurchatov Institute ofAtomic Energy, Moscow, Russian Federation

Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais, Brazil

ITERJoint \fork Site, Garching, Germany
ITERJoint \fork Site, Naka, Japan
ITERJoint'Work Site, San Diego, CA

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokfo, Japan

JET Joint Undertaking, Abingdon, Oxfordshire,United Kingdom
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
Max Planck Institut ftir Plasmphysik, Garching, Germany

Naka Fusion Research Establishment, Ibaraki, Japan
National Institute of Fusion Studies, Nagoya, Japan
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN
Sandia Nationd Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM
Sandia National Laboratories, Livermore, CA
Savanna River Plant, Aiken, SC

toitsk Institute of Innovative and Thermonuclear Research, Thoitsk,

Russian Federation



Industries

Babcock and \7ilcox, Lynchburg, VA
Burns and Roe Company, Oradell, NJ
Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project, Canada
Everson Electric Company, Bethlehem, PA
Fusion Physics and Technology, Inc., Torrance, CA
General Atomics, San Diego, CA
General Physics Corporation, Columbia, MD
Lodestar, Boulder, CO
McDonnell Douglas Missile Systems, St. Louis, MO
Millitech Corporation, South Deerfield, MA
Northrop Grumman Aerospace and Electronics Corporation,

Bethpage, NY
Radiation Science, Inc., Belmont, MA
Raytheon Engineers and Constructors, Inc., Ebasco Division,

NewYork, NY
Rocketdyne Division of Rockwell International Corporation,

Canoga Park, CA
\Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Sunnlruale, CA

Uniuersities

Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO
Columbia Universiry NewYork, NY
Cornell Universiry Ithaca, NY
Georgia Institute ofTechnology, Atlanta, GA
Hebrew Universiry Israel

Jackson State Universiry Jackson, MS

Johns Hopkins Universiry, Baltimore, MD
Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology, Cambridge, MA
Nagoya University, Japan
NewYork University, NewYork, NY
University of California, Irvine, CA
University of California, Los Angeles, CA
University of California, San Diego, CA
University of lllinois, Urbana, IL
University of Maryland, College Park, MD
University of Texas, Austin, TX
Universiry of Tokyo, Japan
University of Toronto, Canada
University of tomso, Norway
University of \Wisconsin, Madison, \(II
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T r*n^olo gy Tlansfer Offi ce

at the Princeton University Plasma

Physics Laboratory (PPPL) actively

promotes the transfer of technology

developed at the LaboratorY to the

private sector. This is accomplished

through a variety of technologY

transfer mechanisms including Co-

operative Research and DeveloP-

mentAgreements, \7ork for Others,

Personnel Exchanges, TechnologY

Maturation Projects, Licensing
Agreements, and Patents.

CRADAS

A Cooperative Research and De-

velopment Agreement (CRADA) is

a contractual agreement between a

federal Laboratory and one or more

industrial or university partners. A
CRADA enables industry and Labo-

ratory researchers to work on Pro-
grams of mutual interest. The fol-

Lwing CRADAs were develoPed

through PPPlls TechnologY Thans-

fer Office.

Chemical and ril/aste Management Report

Generating System

This CRADA, with Vert6re' Inc.

in Rhode Island, is for the develoP-

ment and commercialization of a

Chemical and \flaste Management

Report Generating SYstem for Per-
sonal computers. ComPuter soft-

ware is being develoPed that will
track chemicals from "cradle to
graYe" using bar coding and that

will provide users the means to gen-

erate all of the necessary Environ-

mental Protection Agency state and

federal forms.

Inuestigation of Low-EnergY
Electron Beams in Air

This CRADA, with Charged In-
jection Corporation in Monmouth

Junction, New Jersey is for the in-

vestigation of low-energy, electron-

beam behavior in air. Techniques

developedwill be used for the manu-

facture of electrostatic atomizer tech-

nology, with applications in the au-

tomotive industrY for increased

combustion efficiency and reduced

over spraying during painting that

will yield substantial environmental

benefits.

Plasma Chemical Synthesis

This CRADA is to exPlore the

potential for synthesizing chemicals

of proprietary interest with com-

mercially viable puriry and yields. A
proof-of-principle study will be con-

ducted using a small-scale reactor

built to produce plasmas comPosed

of the feed stock chemicals.

Aduanced Computer Modeling
Enuironment Proiect

This CRADA is with DYnamic

Research Corporation. It is directed

at the development of a highJevel

computadonal environment that al-

lows diverse computational mod-

ules to be rapidly and easilY inte-

grated into a computer model bY

the end user.

A sapphire+o-metal bonding technique to

proiirc o firm sealfor the end caps ofhigh-
'intensiry 

ianps is being deueloped through

a PPPL CRADA with a small business in

New Hampshire.

Bar coding allows the nacking of chemicals
'from rraile to graue" uia a sofiware pachage

being deueloped through a CRADA between

PPPL and i small, uoruan-owned business'



Sapp hire-to-Metal Bonding

This CRADA is with Saphikon,
Inc., a small business in New Hamp-
shire that develops high-perfor-
mance products based on industrial
sapphire. The collaboration is to
develop a sapphire-to-metal bond-
ing technique that will produce a
firm seal for the end caps on high-
intensity lamps to be manufactured
by Saphikon. Applications for the
high-intensity lamps, which can
operate as high as 35,000 watts, in-
clude rapid thermal drying, lithog-
raphy, and robotic recognition of
circuit boards by TV cameras.

Aduanced Computer Modeling

This CRADA, also with Dynamic
Research Corporation, is directed at

the development of high-level com-
putational environments that allow
various soffware programs, written
in different computer languages, to
be easilyintegrated into asingle com-
puter model.

Worh for Others

In \Work for Others agreements,

industry pays for work performed at
PPPL. Presently, discussions with
Princeton Electronic Systems are in
progress for a\Torkfor Others Project
to develop and characterize detec-

tors for applications in monitoring
systems for nuclear nonproliferation.

Personnel Excltanges

In a Personnel Exchange, re-
searchers from industry assume a

work assignment at the Laboratory
or PPPL staff work in the industrial
setting. Presently, two Employee
Exchanges Programs are in progress:

Two PPPL engineers are working
on the design of advanced indus-
trial controls at the David Sarnoff
Research Center and another engi-
neer is working with researchers at
AI&T Bell Laboratories to develop
a computer code for mapping elec-

tron trajectories in a magnetic field
for applications in integrated cir-
cuit technologies.

Tb c h no lo gy M aturati on Proj e c n
Technology Maturation Projects

are designed to bring technology
from its early state of development
closer to commercial viability. In
fiscal year 1994, PPPL initiated a

Technology Maturation Program
with Asea Brown Boveri to improve
the performance of ac and dc elec-

tric arc furnaces by improving arc

position control, stabiliry, and heat
distribution within furnaces.

Licensing Agreernents

Licensing agreements of PPPL
technology is through Princeton
University's Technology Transfer
Office. Laboratory licensing agree-

ments include those for XMACRO
(software developed at PPPL for the
transmission of documents in which
many equations are embedded) and

PPPL staff u,tho haue fi.led inuention
disclosures through the Patent Awareness
Prograrn.

for the Chemical \faste Manage-
ment and Report Generating Sys-

tem softr,vare.

Patent Awareness Program

The Laboratory supports and en-
courages innovation through its
Patent Awareness Program. Through
this program, PPPL staff receive

monetary compensation when a dis-
closure is filed and additional com-
pensation when a patent is issued.

In fiscal year 1994, twenty-two in-
vention disclosures were filed.
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7f.nrrn rton university Plasma

Physics Laboratory suPports gradu-

ate education through the Program

in Plasma Physics in the Department

of Astrophysical Sciences of Prince-

ton lJniversity. Students are admit-

ted direcdy to the Program and are

granted degrees through the Depart-

ment of futrophysical Sciences.
lWith more than 165 graduates

since 1959, the Program in Plasma

Physics has provided many of todays

leaders in the field of plasma PhYs-
ics. At the beginning of fiscal Year
1994 (FY94), there were 47 gradu-

ate students in residence in the Pro-

gram in Plasma Physics, holding be-

tween them one DePartment of
Energy Computational FellowshiP,

three Department of EnergY Mag-

netic Fusion Science FellowshiPs,

one Hertz Fellowship, three Prince-

tonlHertz Fellowships, three Nation-

ai Science Foundation Fellowships,

one Office ofNaval Research Fellow-

ship, and one Natural Sciences and

Engineering Research Council (Ca-

nadian) Fellowship.

Six students graduated in fiscal

year 1994, receiving Postdoctoral
positions in plasma physics at the

Graduate students in the Program in Plama
Physics, Department of Astrophysical
S ci ences, Princ eto n Uniuers itY.

University of California at San Di-
ego, Universiry of California at lrv-
ine, lJniversity of California at Los

Angeles, the Max-Planck-Institut fur
Plasmaphysik in Garching, Germa-

ny, Cornell University, andfugonne
National Laboratory.

t

students Admitted to the Plasma Physics Program in Fiscal Year 1994

Student

Bryan Fong

Robert Heeter

Scott Hsu

Max Karasik

Lufeng Leng

Karsten McCollam

Hong Qin

Vladislav Savchenko

Philip Snyder

Dmitri Uzdensky

Undergraduate Institution

Yale University

Stanford University

University of California at Los Angeles

The Cooper Union

Peking Universiry

University of Minnesota

Peking University

Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology

Yale University

Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology

Major Field

Physics

Physics

Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Radio Electronics

Physics

Space Physics

Plasma Physics

Applied Physics

Physics

Grad,uate Education



Alumni of the Program received

a number of prestigious awards and
appointments in FY94. The 1994
Simon Ramo Award for Outstand-
ing Doctoral Thesis Research in
Plasma Physics was awarded to a

1992 graduate, and the 1993 Kaul
FoundationAward for Excellence in
Science, Education, and Physics
went to a1955 graduate. Tho grad-
uates of the Program received ten-
ure appointments in 1994, one at
the Universiry of California at San

Diego and the other at the Univer-
sity of Iowa.

Neu,, experimental facilities haue been
introduced for "Laboratory in Plasma
Physics," a course drsigned to teach.students
the principles and techniques for diagnosing
plasmas used in fusion, space propulsion,
astrophysical sciences, semiconductor
processing, and illumination. Here, a PPPL
graduate stud.ent obserues a large, hollow
cathode di^scharge. Its drnsi4t is measuredwith
a Mac h-Zender interferometer.

Recipients of Doctoral Degrees in Fiscal Year 1994

Mehmet Artun
Thesis: Low-frequency Microinstabilities in Rotating

Tokamak Plasmas

\flilliam M. Tang

University, of California at Los Angeles

Advisor:

Employment:

David P. Coster

Thesis: Tokamak Divertor Modeling with Fluid and Kinetic Codes

Advisor: Charles F.F. Karney

Employment: Max-Planck-InstitutftirPlasmaphysik

Karl M. lGushelnick
Thesis: Coherent Soft X-ray Generation Using a Powerful Subpico-

second Laser

Advisor: Szymon Suckewer

Employment: Cornell Universiry

Robert A. Santoro
Thesis: Gyrokinetic Particle Simulation of a Multi-ion Species Plasma

Advisor: 'Wei-li Lee

Employment: University of California at Irvine

Giorgos Vetoulis
Thesis: Global Structures of Alfu6n-baliooning Modes in Magneto-

spheric Plasmas

Advisor: Liu Chen

Employment: Universiry of California at San Diego

Christopher D. Zuiker
Thesis: Laser'induced Fluorescence Measurements in an Electron-

cyclotron Resonance Plasma Etch Reactor

Advisor: Joseph L. Cecchi

Employment: ArgonneNationalLaboratory

fi
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Tnrrn rton universiry Plasma

Physics Laboratory's (PPPL) Science

Education Program continued to
focus on three key areas in fiscal year

1994: systemic reform, curriculum
development, and teacher enhance-

ment and student opportunities.

Tienton Partnership

In the area of systemic reform,

PPPL has had, since 1990, a long-

term partnership with the Tlenton
Public Schools aimed at imProve-

ment in math and science teaching

and learning. The partnership activ-

ities grew considerably in 1994'
Funding for the program was Pro-
vided by the Office of Science Edu-

cation Programs ofthe U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy.

PPPL has assisted theThenton dis-

trict in revising its science curricu-
lum and in establishing goals for its
implementation. The curriculum
framework was reworkedin 1993,

and during the summer of 1994, the

elementary school curriculum com-

mittee met at PPPL and developed

an extensive hands-on activities

Through the fienton Partnership, PPPL

staff uolunteers uisit Trenton cla:srooms

talbing and working with students on a
uariety of topics in science and mathematics.

These sessions are characterized by hand^s'

on dctiuities and small group discussions.

manual for grades kindergarten
through 5. Flexible scheduling was

introduced by the district to allow
teachers time to teach activiry-based

science.

To ensure the successful imPle-

mentation of the new curriculum,

35 workshops for tenton teachers

were held during the school Year in
the afternoons and on SaturdaYs'

More than 4,200 teacher-hours of
staff development were provided in
this manner; more than55 Tienton
teachers participated in 1994 sum-

mer institutes, as did 50 teachers

from other districts. These institutes

focused on using inquiry-based
methods for teaching science and

mathematics.In 1994, there was an

integrated math and science institute

for grades kindergarten through 2,

one for grades 3 through 5, a mid-
dle school science institute for grades

5 through 8, and a secondary math

institute for grades 6 through 12.

The content of all of the Summer

Teachers' Leadership Institutes sup-

ported the topical coverage of the

newThenton science curriculum and

focused on inquiry, cooPerative

learning, and promoting critical
thinking and problem-solving skills.

9.f n
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"\(/hatt in Our\flater," aworkshop
done in conjunction with the Na-
tional Geographic Society, Oak
Ridge Institute for Science and Ed-
ucation, and Ames National Labo-
ratory, and sponsored by the Unit-
ed States Department ofEnergy, was

held for teachers ofgrades 3 through
7 . Twenty teachers attended.

In cooperation with the Prince-
ton chapter of Sigma Xi, scientists
in residence have been placed in all
ofThentont 23 schools. Science ad-
visors visit their schools for at least

two or three hours every few weeks.

Theyhelp support the implementa-
tion of the new science curriculum,
attend faculty meetings, work with
teachers in gathering materials and
supplies, and provide model science

lessons for teachers and students,
as requested.

For the third year, PPPL spon-
sored the Summer Internships in
Tlenton Program. The program was

administered in cooperation with
the Princeton University Student
Volunteers Council. During July and
August of 1994, fifteen Princeton
University students participated in
five communiry-based programs in
Thenton, serving as tutors and men-
tors to approximately 350 young-
sters who reside in the inner city.

Other Programs

PPPL also presented the Fractals,

Chaos, and Dynamics II Sympo-
sium in JuIy,1994. The week-long
programs brought together a group
of internationally acclaimed math-
ematical researchers in the field of
fractals, chaos, and dynamics, and
leading mathematics educators. The
symposium was attended by 1 10

midlevel and secondary teachers, as

well as college and university pro-
fessors. The symposium enhanced
teachers' content knowledge and
their abiliry to teach the underlying
concepts related to these emerging
fields of mathematics.

From January 9 to March 20,
1994, PPPL sponsored Science on
Saturday, a ten-week series of talks
for high-school students, teachers,

parents, and community members.
The Science Education Program
provided a bus from Tienton to the
Laboratory, enabling students from
the ciry to participate in the pro-
gram. Between 300 and 550 stu-
dents and others attended the lec-
tures each week. Topics ranged from
"The Discovery of the Binary Pul-
sar" to "How Animals Develop
Their Shape and Form."

PPPL also provided summer re-

search experiences for 63 undergrad-
uates, high-school students, and
high-school teachers in 1994.They
worked on a yariety of research
projects with Laboratory scientists
and engineers.

L

7

Science Education summer progrtxms prouide
opportunities for students and teachers to

uork with PPPL researchers on scientif.c
projects.
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I rincipal Research Physicist Rus-

sell Hulse and Princeton Universi-

ty Professor Joseph Thylor received

the 1993 Nobel Prize in PhYsics for

their 1974 discovery of the first bi-

nary pulsar. It was the first time in
the history of the LaboratorY that
the Nobel Prize was awarded to a

Princeton University Plasma Phys-

ics Laboratory (PPPL) physicist.

At the time of the discovery,

Hulse was a University of Massachu-

setts graduate student who had gone

pulsar hunting at the urging of his

thesis advisor, Taylor, then a profes-

sor at the UniversitY of Massa-

chusetts. \X/hile using a 300-meter-
diameter radio telescoPe at an

observatory in Arecibo, Puerto Rico,

Hulse discovered a binary Pulsar,
which is a twin star system that
serves as a rare natural laboratory in
which to test the predictions of Ein-
steins general theory of relativity.

Continued study of the binary Pul-
sar byThylor and his colleagues, over

the 20 years since its discovery, has

provided strong confirmation of
Einstein's theoretical predictions,

Frorn top to bottom with indiuiduals
identrfed lefi to right: Joseph Thylor and
Russell Hulse at Princeton Uniuersity the day

they were awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physin; Hulse and the King of Sweden

during the Nobel presentation ceremonies;

Jeanne Kuhlman, Hulse, and President Bill
Clinton; and First Lady Hillary Rodham

Clinton shaking hands with Hulse at the

White House.

including the emission of gravita-

tional waves by moving objects'

Hulse, who earned a Ph.D. from

the Universiry of Massachusetts in
1975, changed from the field of as-

trophysics to plasma physics and

came to PPPL in 1977. Since enter-

ing plasma physics, he has become a

leading expert in comPutational
modeling of impurity transPort in
tokamaks. He is presently establish-

ing an advanced computer model-

ing group at the Laboratory to de-

velop new approaches to scientific

computing that encourage innova-

tive work by enabling the creation

of powerful yet easily modifiable
computer codes. The grouP is also

exploring the educational potential

of computer modeling, which can

serYe as a unique tool for teaching

science and the process of scientific

investigation.
In addition to his duties at PPPL,

Hulse has taken on additional speak-

ing and social engagements since

winning the Nobel. He has been the

featured speaker at numerous pub-

lic and academic lectures at home

and abroad.
The Nobel marked the first of

three distinguished honors bestowed

on Hulse in 1993. He was also

named a Fellow of the American

Physical Society and chosen as one

ofthe first three PPPL Distinguished

Research Fellows.
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Autard Recipients

James L. Anderson
D O E D istinguis h ed Asso ciare Azuard

U.S. Depanment of Energ;z

Dori J. Barnes
Certif c ate of Accomp lis hment
Princeton Universiry

.W'oment 
Organization

Stefano Bernabei
Felhw
American Physical Sociery

Ronald C. Davidson
1 993 Award for Exce lbnce

in Science, Education, and Physics

Kaul Foundation

Russell A. Hulse
1993 Nobel Prize in Physics

The Royal Swedish Academy
of Sciences

Fellow

American Physical Sociery

PPP L D istinguis h ed Res earc h Fe llo w
Princeton Universiry Plasma

Physics Laboratory

1994 Gano Dunn Award
Cooper Union

Charles E. Kessel, Jr.
1994 Excellence in Fusion Engineering

Fusion Power Associates

Russell M. Kulsrud
1993 James Clerh Maxuell Prize

in Pksma Physics

American Physical Sociery

Ernesto Mazzucato
Fellou.,

American Physical Sociery

Dale M. Meade
DOE Distinguished Associate Award
U.S. Department of Energy

Susan E. Murphy
C er tif. cate of Ac c o mp lis h ment

Princeton Universiry
lVoment Organization

Allan H. Reiman
Fellow

American Physical Sociery

TimothyJ. Riotto
(former co-op student)
Drexe I i O urstanding C o - Op eratiue

Education Senior for I 994
Drexel Universiry

James M. Scott, III
Certif cate of Appreciatio n

U.S. Department of Energy

James C. Sinnis
DOE Distinguished Associare Award
U.S. Department of Energy

James D. Strachan
P P P L D istinguis h ed Res earc h Fe llow
Princeton Universiry Plasma

Physics Laboratory

Roscoe B. \,X/hite

PPPL Distinguished fusearch Felhw
Princeton Universiry Plasma

Physics Laboratory

Michael D.'$?'illiams
Fusion Techno logy Auard
Institute of Elecrical

and Electronics Engineers

King-Lap'Wong
Fellow

American Physical Sociery

Lynne H. Yager
Certif cate of Acco mp lis bm ent
Princeton Universiry

\Women's Organization

Stewart J. Zweben
Fellow

American Physical Sociery

Russell M. Kulsrud was a
recipien t ofthe Ja mes Clerh
Maxwell Prize in Pksma
Physics.

h
f,:

$

PPPL Physicists James
Strachan (left), Russell
Hulse (middle), and Roscoe
tYhite were the first
recipients of the PPPL
D is tinguis h ed Res earch
Fellowships.
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Responding to TFTR'S record-breaking fusion
power resulft in December 1993, arc'fom lef"
-Milton 

Johnson, DOE Princeton Area Of,'ce

Manager, Stephen Eckstrand and John \Yillis of
DOE| Office of Fusion Energy, James Anderson,

who utas "on loan" at PPPLfom the Los Alamos

National Labora.tlry, and TFTR Head Richard

Hawryluk.

Loohing at computer monitors in the TFTR Contol Room,

scientisls react as data fom TFTR's frst deuterium-tiri u m

experiments begins to dPpedr on sffeen. From lefi are Glen

Vturdrn (Los Akmot National Laboratory), Stephen Paul

(PPPL), Marilee Thompson (PPPL), Masanouri
Murakami (Oah Ridge National Laboratory), Steuen

Sabbagh, Charles Bush, Alan Janos, Robert Budny, Charles

Skinnir and Edmund Synahoutski (all of PPPL).

In June, PPPL signed. connActs totaling $34.3 m;ttlon with two teams of American co-mpanies that

*;il b, ;nuolued.'in daigning compon/nts of the Tbkamak Physics Experiment. Froryt lef;lzre^PlPL^

Director Ronald. Dauidson, bariiOrrrckei"of GeneralAtomiu, Stephin Echsnand of DOE1 Office of-

Fusion Energl, John Dauis of McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Robert Iotti.of the Ebasco Diuision oJ

Royth,ron ZTgl.Ltut and Cinstructors, Inc., Xrtllton lihnson, Manager of the DOE's Princeton Area

Ojfi.ce, and PPPL Depu4t Director Dale Meade.



PPPL Deputy Diretor Dale Meade (right) leads the tour
of the TFTR d.uring Secretary of Energy Hazel O'Leary's
uisit t0 PPPL. Lefi to right are Martha Krebs, Director of
the Department of Energy's Office of Energy Research,

Linda Johnson, Associated Press News reporter, and
Secretary O'Leary. Y

L Secretary ofEnergy Hazel O'Leary talks with PPPL xaff
during her uisit to the Laborator! in March, 1994.

Daughters, granddaughters, friends, and.
relatiues of PPPL em?lolees uisited the
Laboratory in April, 1994, for "Thke Our
Daughters to Worh Day." Inside the TFTR
uacuum uessel mock-up are, fom left to right,
Susan Mals bury, Stephanie Wise, Sandra Bara,
Celia Christianson, Melissa Awad, and Lisa
Iuerson. >

During "Thke Our Daughters to Work
Day," some participants were able to "try
on" and 'use" safety equipment. From lefi
are Elizabeth Bell, Casey Johnson,
PPPL'er Jill Kwiatowshi, and Amber
Raymond. Y

I During tlte summer, the Laboratory hosted a
"Free Lunch" for xaf; Employees lined up at
the grill and picniched in the courgtard..
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Ad.uisory Committees

PPPL A&tisory Council
The princeton plasma physics Laboratory Aduisory Council aduises Princeton Uniuersity on the plans and priorities

of the Laboratory. Merntbeo"o1rh, Adrisory Council"are appointed by the Board of 7ius17es and are chosen from other

ir.niuersities and.'orgar;ratlori, andfo* tie Board ofTr"ttin. The council meets dnnually and rEorts to the uniuersity

President through the Prouost.

PPPL Oaersight Comminee
The princeton plasma physics Laboratory Ouersight Committee, chaired by the Prouost, prouides general auersight

oun the operations of ti, tibororory, prorid.n guid.ince andrecomrnendations on Laboratory policies andpriorities,

and aduiies the Princeton Uniuersity President on Laborator! lndtters.

Dr. John F. Ahearne
Executiue Director

Signa Xi, The Scientific

Research Sociery

Dr. Renso L. CaPorali
Chairman of the Board

Grumman CorPoration

Dr. Robert'W. Conn
Dean
School ofEngineering
(Jniu ers ity of C a lifo r ni a

at San Diego

Professor Stephen M. Goldfeld
Prouost

Mr. Raymond J. Clark
Treasurer

Professor Robert C. Gunning
Dean of the Facuhy

Professor James \flei, Dean
School of Engineering and APPlied

Sciences

Professor John F. \Tilson
Dean of the Graduate School

Dr. Richard R. Spies

Vice Presidentfor Finance and

Admi.nistration

Mr. Eugene J. McPartland
Vice President for Facilities

Professor Jerome Friedman
Physics Department

Mas s ac husetts Ins titute of Tb c h no logy

Mr. Gerald Greenwald
(Tiustee Associate)

New York, New York

Professor Robert A. Gross

Chapel Hill, North Carolina

Mr. Edwin E. Kintner
Norwich, Wrmont

Mr. Robert K. Durkee
Vice President for Public Affiirs

Professor Sam B. Treiman

Chair
Uniuersity Research Board

Mr. Howard S. Ende
Uniuersity General Counsel

Professor Jeremiah P. Ostriker
Chair
D ep artment of Asno p hysical S ciences

Professor A.J. Stewart Smith
Chair
Department of Physics

Mr. AllenJ. Sinisgalli

'4ssociate 
Prouost

Research and Proj ect Adminis*ation

Dr. John Nuckolls
Lautrence Liuermore

National Laboratory

Dr. \Tilliam L. Kruer
Lawrence Liuermore

National Laboratorl

Dr. Richard A. Meserve (Chair)

Couington and Burling

Professor W: K. H' Panofsky

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Dr. Paul-Henri Rebut
Commission of the EuroPean

Comrnunities

Professor Ronald C. Davidson
Director
Princeton Plasma

Physics Laboratory

Dr. Dale M. Meade
Deputy Director

Princeton Plasrna

Physics Laboratory

Dr. Paul H. Rutherford
Associate Director

Princeton Plama
Physics LaboratorY

Mr. Steven M. Iverson

Head
Hurnan Resources and Adminis nation

Princeton Plasma

Pbysia LaboratorY



Organization
Directorate

Ronald C. Davidson
Director

Dale M. Meade
Deputy Director

Paul H. Rutherford
Associate Director for Researclt

John \(4 Delooper
Associate Director for Enuironrnent,

Snftty, and Heahh
and Quality Assurance

Nathaniel J. Fisch
Associate Director for Academic Affairs

Robert J. Goldston
Research Council

Rush D. Holt
Assistant Director

Departments

Tokamak Physics Experiment
Program Director
Keith I. Thomassenr

Chief Scientist
Robert J. Goldston

Project Director

John A. Schmidt

Tokamak Confinement Systems
fuchard J. Hawryluk

Plasma Science and Technology
Ned R. Sauthoff

TFTR Shutdown and Removal
Michael D. \Tilliams

Engineering and Technology
Development

Michael D. \Tilliams

Resource Management
Edward H. \Winkler

I Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory Human Resources and Administration
Steyen M. Iverson
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